In this paper, we analyze the characteristics of the snow albedo of different underlying surfaces based on measurements of shortwave radiation and observations of forest litter on snow surfaces, both in an open, unforested environment and in areas with differing forest canopy openness. The fractional litter coverage was obtained through the binarization of digital photos of forest litter distributed on snow surfaces. The effects of Picea schrenkiana forest litter on snow albedo were then quantitatively analyzed to establish an empirical formula for the calculation of forest snow albedo.
INTRODUCTION
Snowmelt runoff is very important in arid areas in sustaining the ecological environment and aiding industrial and agricultural production. Snow accumulation and ablation are influenced not only by meteorological factors such as air temperature and humidity, but also by the underlying surfaces, such as vegetation type and canopy openness (Link & Marks ) .
The radiation budget is the most important factor in forest snow accumulation and ablation (Federer ; Sicart et al. () Tree canopy coverage was 0.6 ∼ 0.9; the shrub layer was therefore underdeveloped due to light limitation. Representative shrub species beneath the forest canopy include Aegopodium alpestre, Cicerbita azurea, Dryopteris filix-mas, etc. (Huang et al. ) . 
Study methods
where α 
where r (μm) is the radius of an ice sphere with optical properties equivalent to those of actual snow grains; α vmax-
and θ is the solar zenith angle.
The snowmelt was observed with a lysimeter. A galvanized iron box of dimensions 1 m × 1 m × 0.04 m was placed in all three sites prior to the first winter snowfall. The snowmelt rate was measured using a tipping bucket rain gauge (L3 model, JinZhou SunShine Meteorological Science Co., Ltd).
The start of the snowmelt period was taken as the day when content in the open environment was higher than that beneath the forest canopy sites and was beneficial to the growth of r, especially under wet snow conditions. Third, the higher snow liquid water content in the open environment was beneficial to the absorption of NIR radiation.
Even though liquid water in the snowpack refreezes, the albedo still decreases (Berger ) . The snow albedo beneath 20% canopy openness was less than that beneath 80% canopy openness principally because of forest litter.
The effect of r on albedo Figure 3 shows the variations in snow albedo (modeled using Equation (2) 
Variations on fractional litter coverage on forest snow
Litter production is influenced by climate, forest type, community structure, and human activity (Lawrence ; 
where lc (20%) and lc (80%) are fractional litter coverage (%) on a snow surface beneath 20 and 80% forest canopy openness, respectively; n is the number of days after fresh snowfall (rainfall was estimated as a continuous day, not a new snowfall event); D sm is the number of days after snowmelt; W ac is the accumulated wind speed after fresh snowfall. The R 2 of
Equations (5)- (8) (5) and (6) give the litter coverage on a snow surface during the snow accumulation period. The results of Equations (7) and (8) give the fractional litter coverage on a snow surface during the snowmelt period.
The path coefficients of D sm , D sf , and W ac are 0.271, 0.261, and 0.742 in Equation (7) and 0.966, À0.003, and 0.046 in Equation (8), respectively. These results suggest that most of the forest litter on snow surfaces beneath 80% canopy openness was carried by the wind from other places (the adjacent forest canopy). However, fractional litter coverage beneath 20% canopy openness was mainly influenced by snow depth and most of the litter was from the forest above the snow surface. Figure 5 demonstrates how closely variations in fractional litter coverage on snow surfaces beneath a forest canopy can be simulated using regression equations.
Simulation of snow albedo beneath the forest canopy
Empiric formulae with exponential functions were usually used to simulate daily average snow albedo, using the number of days after fresh snowfall and the new snow albedo as input data. However, snow albedo beneath the forest canopy was mainly influenced by forest litter. Thus, forest snow albedo calculated using these empiric formulae was inaccurately rendered. As shown in Figure 4 , forest snow albedo decreased exponentially with fractional litter coverage. Further, fractional litter coverage varied as a function vis-à-vis the number of days since snowmelt began, the number of days of fresh snowfall, and accumulated wind speed after fresh snowfall. Forest snow albedo therefore had to be calculated using these latter three variables. We used three commonly used empiric formulae in addition to the empiric formula established in this paper to calculate forest snow albedo and then selected the most appropriate formula for further calculations of forest snow albedo, thus:
Model 2 (Andreadis et al. )
Model 3 (Petzold )
Model 4
where α n is the snow albedo; n is the number of days after fresh snowfall; Δt is the timestep after fresh snowfall; τ ¼ (Table 2) . It is therefore clear that for the snowmelt period, forest snow albedo is best calculated using the number of days after snowmelt, the number of days after fresh snowfall, and accumulated speed wind as variables. However, the effect of forest litter on forest snow albedo may not be significant during the snow Fractional litter coverage on the snow surface was principally influenced by snow depth, litter falling rate, and the accumulated wind speed after fresh snowfall. It was best calculated using the number of days after snowmelt began, the number of days after fresh snowfall, and the accumulated wind speed as variables. Furthermore, snow albedo beneath the forest canopy exponentially decreased with increases in fractional litter coverage. Thus, forest snow albedo for the snowmelt period can best be simulated using the number of days after snowmelt, the number of days after fresh snowfall, and the accumulated wind speed as variables. This empiric formula can only be applied to the snowmelt period; simulated results for the snow accumulation period were poor. Forest snow albedo for the snow accumulation period can best be simulated using the number of days after fresh snowfall and the new snow albedo as variables.
Forest snow albedo can be better simulated using meteorological factors. Empiric formulae are especially useful for modeling forest snowmelt during the snowmelt period. In this study, we were only able to measure and analyze snow albedo and fractional litter coverage beneath 20 and 80% forest canopy opennesses. The relations between fractional litter coverage, forest canopy openness, and forest type need to be further studied and analyzed.
